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ABSTRACT Transportation mode detection (TMD) is an important research area in human activity
recognition. It can improve the mobility and accessibility of people by providing a better understanding
of their mobility patterns, thereby enhancing their quality of life and social inclusion. Although previous
studies of TMD for people without mobility disabilities exhibited, the performance of TMD models on new
users and periods was limited. This issue would be more important for people with mobility disabilities.
This study investigated the negative impact of user and period differences on the performance of TMD for
wheelchair users (wTMD) and suggested amethod to address these challenges. Ourmain findings are (1) user
and period differences degraded the wTMD performance from 94.28% to 59.32%; (2) the multi-DenseNet
with a soft voting ensemble provided a 76.49% accuracy to data from different users and periods. We expect
that our understanding of wTMD will aid in the design of more generalized wTMD models.

INDEX TERMS Transportation mode detection, deep learning, smartphone, mobility disability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Transportationmode detection (TMD) is one of the categories
of human activity recognition (HAR) [1]. TMD technol-
ogy has significant social benefits and real-life applications,
such as urban planning, traffic control, controlling poten-
tial hazards, health monitoring, localization and positioning,
and journey planning [2], [4]. To exploit such advantages,
researchers have extensively studied TMD based on smart-
phone sensor data, which include motion and location sen-
sors [3], [9], [10]. TMD can be more valuable for people
with mobility disabilities because it aids in improving their
mobility and accessibility, and such improvement is essential
as they are important factors for their quality of life and social
inclusion [11], [12].
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approving it for publication was Yongming Li .

The performance of TMD models varies depending
on their evaluation methods [2], [6], [13]. This issue
is not limited to TMD research but also occurs within
HAR research [14]. Studies in both TMD and HAR have
proved that performance evaluated using the leave-user(s)-
out method, where one or more users’ data are tested and
others are trained, was lower than that of the hold-out method,
which randomly splits data from every user into training and
test data [6], [14]. Moreover, some TMD researchers are
concerned about data collection period differences, which
might also impact performance [2], [13]. These problems
can be considered as one of the common research challenges
in general pattern recognition, the so-called intraclass vari-
ability, which indicates variability within the same activity
conducted by different users or period states [15].

Developing a TMDmodel that performs accurately regard-
less of new users or periods is critical. Several studies, both in
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TMD and HAR, emphasized the importance of this general-
ization issue [2], [6], [13], [14], and it becomes more critical
when it is difficult to collect data [1]. As a large gap exists
in the dataset size and number of participants between people
with and without mobility disabilities, the TMD model for
people with mobility disabilities toward the user and period
differences needs to be considered.

Despite the importance of TMD models for people with
mobility disabilities in the different users and periods, the
impact of these differences has not yet been investigated.
In this study, we focused on TMD for wheelchair users
(wTMD), because wheelchairs are widely used mobility aids
for people with mobility disabilities [16]. First, we evaluated
the negative impact of user and period differences on wTMD
performance by collecting data from different users and peri-
ods. Second, we suggested a method, the multi-DenseNet
model and soft voting ensemble, to address these intraclass
variabilities and evaluate its effectiveness. Our research ques-
tions are summarized as follows: RQ1: How do user and
period differences impact wTMD performance? RQ2: To
what extent can the multi-DenseNet and soft voting ensemble
improve wTMD performance?

II. RELATED STUDIES
A. TMD FOR PEOPLE WITH AND WITHOUT MOBILITY
DISABILITIES
In the early stage, researchers attempted to detect trans-
portation modes by applying classical machine learning
models [2], [17], [19]. As deep learning techniques have
developed, researchers have begun applying deep learning
methods to various motion or global positioning system
(GPS) sensors. Studies have applied convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), ensemble CNNs, convolutional long short-
term memory (convolutional LSTM), or other self-designed
architectures to the features extracted from GPS sensors, and
they achieved up to 92.7% accuracy [9], [10], [20], [23].
In contrast, studies using motion sensors have applied neu-
ral networks (NNs), deep neural networks (DNNs), CNNs,
recurrent neural networks (RNNs), or other self-designed
architectures, resulting in accuracies up to 98.4% [3], [4], [6],
[8], [10], [24], [26]. However, these studies only employed
random sampling for the training and testing data, and they
did not consider the user and period differences between
training and test data.

Although TMD for people without mobility disabilities
has been widely investigated, there were limited studies
on TMD for people with mobility disabilities. Bantis and
Haworth suggested a hierarchical dynamic Bayesian network
that considers the environment and individual characteristics,
such as age and disability [27]. To evaluate their model,
they recruited one wheelchair user and one crutch user, and
they collected GPS data every 2 min for 3 and 7 days,
respectively. Four transportation modes (still, wheelchair or
crutches, bus, and rail) were used for the classification. The
precision values for the still, wheelchair or crutches, bus, and
rail modes were 98%, 62%, 49%, and 79% for the wheelchair

user, and 98%, 70%, 64%, and 60% for the crutch user,
respectively.

B. INTRACLASS VARIABILITY IN TMD: USER AND PERIOD
DIFFERENCES
Intraclass variability—variability within the same activity—
is one of the most challenging issues in HAR. This can occur
because of differences in users and environmental condi-
tions [15]. Carpineti et al. reported that the neural network
model resulted in 93% accuracy on hold-out validation, which
exhibited a dramatic performance decrease to 56%on average
when the leave-one-user-out cross-validation was applied [6].
Gholamiangonabadi et al. demonstrated that a human activity
model with 99.85% accuracy using 10-fold cross-validation
decreased to 85.1%when leave-one-user-out cross-validation
was applied [14]. Wang et al. suggested that the data collec-
tion periods are also an important intraclass variability [13].
Several studies have revealed the impact of intraclass variabil-
ity on detection performance. However, they did not consider
the impact of it on wheelchairs.

C. PROPOSED METHOD: MULTI-DENSENET WITH SOFT
VOTING ENSEMBLE
Deep convolutional neural networks are widely used in image
recognition to improve their performance [28], [31]; the
dense convolutional network (DenseNet) is a deep convolu-
tional network suggested by Huang et al. that enables direct
connections between layers to enhance the information flow
between layers [31]. The DenseNet performs similarly to
residual networks (ResNets) [30] with significantly fewer
parameters and computations. It consists of dense blocks
that enable information exchange between layers and tran-
sition layers which compress the information to maintain the
compactness of the model. Because the TMD shares many
methodological challenges, such as intraclass variabilities,
similar to other image recognition problems [15], we adopted
the DenseNet model to develop the multi-DenseNet for
wTMD.

To improve the TMD performance, rather than by design-
ing a more sophisticated model, previous studies also used
post-processing techniques. Yu et al. suggested error cor-
rection via voting to prevent errors that occurred when a
single test data contained two different pieces of transporta-
tion information owing to the transition of the transportation
modes. Their method utilizes previous detection informa-
tion to enhance the accuracy of the current detection, and
it improved the detection accuracy from 91.53% to 94.10%
for the best scenario [32]. Wang et al. also predicted a given
time length of data by chopping it into small segments and
applying majority voting using the prediction results from
chopped segments. It increased the detection accuracy from
83.3% to 92.9% [33]. Gjoreski et al. used a stacking ensem-
ble of models to improve performance. They used various
TMD models for base models and trained meta-models to
combine base models for better prediction. This increased
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FIGURE 1. Data collection procedure.

the detection accuracy from 89.4% to 93.8%. Additionally,
the performance from the ensemble of the best base models
was higher than that of all the base models [8]. In this paper,
we propose a multi-DenseNet with a soft voting ensemble as
a method to improve TMD performance.

III. DATA COLLECTION
To investigate the impact of user and period dependencies
on wTMD, we collected smartphone sensor data from dif-
ferent users, and each user was required to collect data corre-
sponding to the given transportation mode from two different
periods. Therefore, we collected data from 40 different users,
and each participant was asked to collect sensor data in two
different periods. We divided the data collection process into
rounds 1 and 2, and it was collected in different weeks.

A. PARTICIPANTS AND EQUIPMENT
We recruited 40 participants (mean age = 24.1; standard
deviation = 3.2; number of females = 15), and successfully
collected data for round 1. Among them, only 36 participants
(age mean = 24.1; standard deviation = 3.0; number of
females = 12) agreed to participate in round 2 data collection
and successfully completed the data collection. The partic-
ipants used their smartphones to collect sensor data. They
used smartphones operating with Android 9 or later. We pro-
vided a Start M1 (OttoBock, Duderstadt, Germany) as the
manual wheelchair and a B400-KV (OttoBock, Duderstadt,
Germany) as the electric wheelchair.

B. DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE
When participants visited our laboratory, we briefly intro-
duced the data collection process as presented in Figure 1.
Participants completed the demographic questionnaires while
we installed the smartphone application. After the installa-
tion, we demonstrated the use of the data collection appli-
cation. The application first asks participants to choose a
transportation mode that they are going to take. After that,
it collects data for 11 min and labels the collected data with
the selected transportation mode. Participants collected sen-
sor data for manual and electric wheelchairs from an outdoor
area on the campus. For safety, the participants were always

accompanied by an experimenter, and the maximum speed of
the electric wheelchair was limited to 4 km/h. Participants
were asked to collect data from five other transportation
modes (still, walking, taking a bus, riding the subway, and
driving a car) during their daily life over the next five days.
They submitted the collected data after completing the data
collection for all seven transportationmodes. To address user-
and period-independent issues as presented in Figure 2, par-
ticipants repeated the same data collection procedure after the
first round of data collection when they agreed to participate
in the second round. After all data collection was complete,
we validated the collected data to ensure that there was no
error in the collected data. Participants received $20/h as com-
pensation, and the experiment was approved by the research
site/university’s institutional review board, all participants
were provided with a detailed description of the procedure
and written consent.

C. DATA PREPROCESSING
Because we collected data using the participants’ own smart-
phones, the sampling rates of sensors varied depending on the
smartphone specifications. The raw data were preprocessed
to obtain the same sampling rate and eliminate potential
errors. To obtain the same sampling rate, we transformed
the raw data using linear interpolation to 60 Hz. To remove
potential errors, the first and last 30 s of the raw data were
removed. Therefore, the total length of each data point was
10 min with a 60 Hz sampling rate.

Each type of sensor output has its own range of values.
Because the initial weights of the wTMD model were set
with random numbers within the same range, different ranges
of data samples might have affected the training process.
To avoid these problems, the data samples were standardized
using their means and standard deviations from the training
dataset. For the value x in the data sample of each sensor, x
was transformed to z = (x − µ)/σ , where µ and σ are the
mean and standard deviation of all the data samples of the
sensor in the training dataset.

D. COLLECTED DATA
We collected four motion sensors from the smartphone for
seven transportation modes: manual and electric wheelchairs,
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FIGURE 2. Three different evaluations for wTMD: random evaluation (top), user-independent evaluation (middle), and period-independent evaluation
(bottom). All evaluation methods were conducted twice by swapping training and testing data. The final values were the average of two evaluations.

TABLE 1. Summary of the collected dataset.

still, walking, bus, subway, and car. Manual and electric
wheelchairs were widely used by wheelchair users. The man-
ual wheelchair requires a certain level of physical abilities
or assistance from others, whereas the electric wheelchair
is much easier to use. Bus, subway, and car are common
transportations which are accessible to wheelchair users
and non-wheelchair users. Walking and still were included
because they are basic transportation modes in previous TMD
studies [6], [13], [18], [20].

Four motion sensors are measured based on the three-
dimensional coordinate system [34]. Collected four motion
sensors are as follows: (1) gravity sensor which measures the
magnitude of gravity for each axis, (2) linear accelerometer
sensor which measures acceleration excluding gravity along
each axis, (3) gyroscope sensor which measures the rate
of rotation around each axis, and (4) magnetic field sensor
whichmeasures changes in the earth’s magnetic field for each
axis [35].

From 40 participants, 2,800 min of data were collected for
the first round. Among participants from the first round, only
36 participants agreed to collect data in the second round:
2,520 min of additional data were collected for the second
round (Table 1).

IV. METHODOLOGY
A. CLASSIFICATION MODELS
1) MULTIMODALITY
Our proposed architecture includes N models, where each
model uses one of the sensors as input. These models operate
independently from each other, and their outputs are con-
catenated before the classification process. Recent studies on
TMD based on deep learning methods have widely used mul-
timodal structures [4], [7], [36]. Similarly, we also designed
a multi-DenseNet and three baseline models in a multimodal
paradigm.

TABLE 2. Architectures of the DenseNet model in the multi-DenseNet for
different depth values (L).

2) MULTI-DENSENET
The current method adopts the DenseNet proposed by
Huang et al., which was suggested for image classification
problems [31]. Themajor components of theDenseNetmodel
are the dense and transition layers. In a dense block, the
l th layer inputs all preceding layers to provide dense con-
nectivity. The output of the l th layer (xl) is computed using
the following formula: xl = Hl([x0, x1, · · · , xl−1]), where,
[x0, x1, · · · , xl−1] indicates the concatenation of the feature
maps of the outputs from layer 0 to l − 1, and Hl is a
composite function. The composite function Hl produces k
feature maps, and k is the growth rate. It consists of batch
normalization (BN), the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activa-
tion function, a one-dimensional (1D) convolutional layer
(filters = 4k , kernel size = 1, and stride = 1), BN, ReLU
activation function, and a 1D convolutional layer (filters = k ,
kernel sizes = 3, and stride = 1). As the input of Hl has
k0 + k × (l − 1) feature maps (where k0 is the number of
feature maps in the first input layer of the dense block), the
first convolution layer a filter size of 4k is used to reduce the
input size, thereby improving computational efficiency.
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TABLE 3. Architectures of three baseline models.

Transition layers were placed between the dense blocks.
These consist of a BN layer, the ReLU activation layer, a
convolutional layer (filters = ⌊m/2⌋, kernel size = 1, and
stride = 1), and an average pooling layer (pooling size =

2 and stride= 2), where m is the number of feature maps from
the previous dense block. Here, the convolutional layer in the
transition block compresses information from the previous
dense block by half, and the average pooling layer enables
down-sampling, which is an essential component of convolu-
tional networks.

Table 2 presents the architecture of the DenseNet model
used in the multi-DenseNet for depths L = 22, 40, 76, and
101. The filter sizes used for the convolutional layers in
multi-DenseNet are dependent on the growth rate k . After
the last dense block, the global average pooling is applied.
To construct the multi-DenseNet that satisfies the multimodal
paradigm, the outputs of the global average pooling for all
sensors are concatenated, and the concatenated vector passes
to the softmax layer for the classification process.

3) BASELINE METHOD
We adapted multi-DNN, multi-CNN, and multi-LSTM as
baseline methods to compare the performance of the pro-
posed multi-DenseNet. All three models have multimodal
architectures. Multi-DNN, multi-CNN, and multi-LSTM
consist of three fully connected, three convolutional, and
two LSTM layers, respectively, for each sensor. The detailed
architectures are shown in Table 3.

4) SOFT VOTING ENSEMBLE
A soft voting ensemble gathers decisions from various clas-
sifiers to improve the classification performance. The soft
voting ensemble sums the prediction probability from each
classifier and predicts the transportation mode with the high-
est summation value. To design a soft voting ensemble,
we combined multi-DenseNet models trained using differ-
ent sensor combinations. To determine the best models for
the soft voting ensemble, we compared the performance of
15 different sensor combinations that are possible from four
different sensors (gravity, linear accelerometer, gyroscope,
and magnetic). Starting with the model from the highest
performing sensor combination, we consecutively added the

next best models for the ensemble until the performance of
the ensemble model started to decrease. To reduce the depen-
dency of the ensemble model on the dataset, we conducted
4-fold cross-validation.

B. INTRACLASS VARIABILITY CONDITIONS
We trained and evaluated our wTMD models with data sam-
ples generated by considering the following three different
intraclass variability conditions based on user and period
differences: 1) train and test data share both user and period
(control condition), 2) train and test data are selected from
different users but share period (user-independent condition),
and 3) train and test data are selected from different period
but share users (period-independent condition).

In the control condition, we selected both training and
test data from the consecutive data collected from the same
participant because they can be assumed to have the same
users and periods. 50% of the dataset was randomly selected
as test data to ensure that any test data had training data in
its neighbor. In the user-independent condition, we selected
training and test data from different users but in the same
periods (same rounds). This data. Finally, in the period-
independent condition, we selected training and test data
from different data collection periods (different rounds)
but the same user to enable the training and test data to
have only period differences. Figure 2 shows the detailed
training and testing data used to evaluate each condition.
We kept training size similarly between conditions to ensure
the size of the training data would not impact on the
performance.

C. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
1) ACCURACY, PRECISION, AND RECALL
In this study, classification accuracy was used to evalu-
ate the wTMD performance of models, as data were bal-
anced between their classes. Precision and recall values
for each transportation mode were also used to illustrate
the performance of the models in a specific transportation
mode. The three performance measures were computed
as follows, where TP, TN, FP, and FN indicates true
positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative,
respectively:

Accuracy =
TP+ TN

TP+ FP+ TN + FN
,

Precision =
TP

TP+ FP
, Recall =

TP
TP+ FN

2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
All models used in the study were implemented using Python
3.7 and the Keras 2.4.3, TensorFlow 2.5.0, pandas 1.3.1,
and NumPy 1.19.5 libraries. A personal computer with the
following configuration was used to train and test the wTMD
model: Intel Core i7-10700K processor, 32 GB of RAM, and
an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080 graphic card.
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FIGURE 3. Effect of intraclass variability on the wTMD performance.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS AND RESULTS
A. HOW DOES INTRACLASS VARIABILITY (USER AND
PERIOD DIFFERENCES) IMPACT WTMD PERFORMANCE?
Both user and period differences between the training and
test data decreased the wTMD performance regardless of
the model, transportation mode, and window size. The
multi-DenseNet was the most robust to intraclass variability
when comparedwith the baselinemodels. The detailed results
are included below.

1) USER AND PERIOD DIFFERENCES ON WTMD
To determine the impact of user and period differences
on wTMD performance, we compared the performance of
three intraclass variability conditions (control condition, user-
independent condition, period-independent condition) using
multi-DenseNet (L = 101, k = 24) and three baseline
models (multi-DNN, multi-CNN, and multi-LSTM). Multi-
DenseNet was trained for 50 epochs with 128 batch sizes.
The learning rate began from 1 × 10−3 and reduced to 1 ×

10−4, 1 × 10−5, and 1 × 10−6 at the 21st, 31st, and 41st

epochs, respectively, to stabilize the training. Baselinemodels
(multi- DNN, multi-CNN, and multi-LSTM) were trained for
30 epochs with 128 batch sizes. The learning rate began at
1 × 10−3 and decreased to 1 × 10−4, and 1 × 10−5 at the
11th and 21st epochs, respectively. Every model was trained
using the Adam optimizer which computes individual adap-
tive learning rates using the first and second moments of the
gradients with hyper-parameters set as β1 =0.9, β2 =0.999,
ε =1 × 10−7 [37] and the cross-entropy loss function.
Figure 3 shows that regardless of the model, both user

and period differences degraded the wTMD performance.
The two factors strongly deteriorated the performance. The
impact of the user difference (control condition vs. user-
independent condition) was more than 34.96 percentage
points (pp) for the baseline models and 24.57pp for the
multi-DenseNet. The impact of the period difference (control
condition vs. period-independent condition) was more than
31.43pp for the baseline models and 22.15pp for the multi-
DenseNet. In contrast, at most 8.61pp for baselinemodels and
2.42pp for multi-DenseNet gap existed between the user and

TABLE 4. Effect of user and period differences on the wTMD
performance.

period differences (user-independent condition vs. period-
independent condition). Table 4 shows the detailed impacts
of user and period differences on wTMD performance.

2) EFFECTS ON DEEP LEARNING MODELS
Figure 3 also shows that the difference in wTMD perfor-
mance between models became more evident under user-
and period-independent conditions. For the control condition,
multi-CNN slightly outperformedmulti-DenseNet. However,
multi-DenseNet performed higher on both user- and period-
independent conditions showing that it is the most robust
model against intraclass variability when compared with the
baseline models (Table 4). The wTMD performance of multi-
DenseNet only decreased by 24.57pp (user difference) and
22.15pp (period difference), whereas it decreased by at least
34.96pp (user difference) and 31.43pp (period difference) for
the baseline models.

3) EFFECTS ON TRANSPORTATION MODES
To find out the impact of intraclass variability on transporta-
tion modes, we compared three intraclass variability condi-
tions (control, user-, and period-independent conditions) on
seven recall values. Moreover, to determine the performance
variation between data, we computed the standard deviation
of the performance from each consecutive data in the dataset.
The performance is evaluated using multi-DenseNet (L =

101, k = 24).
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FIGURE 4. Comparison between three conditions of the average (left) and standard deviation (right) of recall
values from consecutive 10 min data on seven transportation modes. Con. – control condition. User-indep. –
user-independent condition. Period-indep. – period-independent condition.

FIGURE 5. wTMD accuracies of multi-CNN and multi-LSTM on control condition (left) and user-independent condition (right)
depending on window size.

TABLE 5. Precisions and recall values (%) of the multi-DenseNet and baseline models on the user-independent condition. Manual and electric indicate
manual and electric wheelchairs.

Figure 4 (left) shows that the intraclass variability
diminished the detection performance in every transporta-
tion mode. The impact of intraclass variability (control
condition vs. user-independent condition) highly debased
the performance of the still (37.47pp), manual (22.09pp)
and electric (18.29pp) wheelchair, bus (34.26pp), subway
(18.89pp), and car (34.94pp) modes compared with walking
(5.92%) mode. However, note that when two similar classes,
such as manual and electric wheelchairs, or bus and car,
were merged into wheelchairs or bus/car, respectively, a large
performance decrement due to intraclass variability signif-
icantly shrunk to 7.31pp for wheelchairs and 16.54pp for
bus/car.

Figure 4 (right) shows that the intraclass variability
also largely deteriorated the standard deviation for the
still (37.47pp), manual wheelchair (27.38pp), and electric
wheelchair (23.19pp) modes. However, the walking, bus,
subway, and car scenarios were not highly impacted by
intraclass variability compared to still, manual, and elec-
tric wheelchairs. Moreover, the standard deviation val-
ues for walking were mostly less than 10% and mostly

more than 10% for the bus, subway, and car modes,
regardless of the condition. However, when similar classes
were merged, as mentioned above, the standard devia-
tions of wheelchairs and bus/car decreased to 11.24pp and
12.19pp. Furthermore, the still and subway modes had
standard deviations of more than 20% in user- and period-
independent conditions, whereas the standard deviations for
the other modes were mostly lower than 20% under these
conditions.

4) EFFECTS ON WINDOW SIZES
We compared the user-independent condition and control
condition for seven different window sizes (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 s). The comparison was conducted using three
baseline models: multi-DNN, multi-CNN, and multi-LSTM.
Figure 5 shows that the wTMD performance decreased
because of the intraclass variability, regardless of window
size. However, for the user-independent condition, the per-
formance tended to increase as the window size increased; in
contrast, it decreased for the control condition as the window
size increased.
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FIGURE 6. Confusion matrices of the multi-DNN, multi-CNN, multi-LSTM, and multi-DenseNet (L=101, k=24) on the user-independent condition. The
vertical axis of each confusion matrix is the ground truth and the horizontal axis is the prediction. S – still, W – walking, M – manual wheelchair,
E – electric wheelchair, B – bus, Sw – subway, C – car.

B. TO WHAT EXTENT CAN MULTI-DENSENT AND THE SOFT
VOTING ENSEMBLE IMPROVE WTMD PERFORMANCE?
Themulti-DenseNet performed 10.09pp higher than the high-
est baseline model (multi-CNN). A higher depth and growth
rate in the multi-DenseNet improved the wTMD perfor-
mance. Moreover, the soft voting ensemble improved the
performance by 7.08pp. The detailed results are included
below.

1) IMPROVEMENT OF THE WTMD PERFORMANCE USING
THE MULTI-DENSENET
The multi-DenseNet provided a 69.41% accuracy, which was
10.09pp higher than the highest baseline model (multi-CNN).
The precision and recall values for each transportation mode
shown in Table 5 indicate that the multi-DenseNet had higher
precision (15.33pp) on a manual wheelchair with a slightly
lower recall rate (3.71pp) than the best values from the base-
line models. For the electric wheelchair, it enhanced both
precision (12.27pp) and recall (22.78pp) rates. In addition to
wheelchairs, multi-DenseNet was more robust in detecting
the still mode. This significantly improved the recall rate
(9.52pp). The confusion matrices in Figure 6 show that this
was achieved by reducing the number of misclassifications
of the still to subway mode. A noticeable increase was also
observed in the recall rates for the bus (13.97pp) and car
(17.67pp) modes by reducing the number of misclassifica-
tions of the bus or car to subway mode. A significant increase
in the precision value (19.91pp) on the subway mode was
also observed.We comparedmulti-DenseNet with the highest
precision or recall value among the three baselines to compute
the values mentioned above.

The confusion matrix of the multi-DenseNet in Figure 6
shows that there was confusion within wheelchairs (14%
of manual to electric and 14% of electric to manual) and
within road vehicles (25% of buses to cars and 28% of cars
to buses). 4.5% of wheelchairs were misclassified as road
vehicles (buses and cars) on average, and 20% of the subway
to road vehicles. Confusion also occurred between still and
vehicle (bus, subway, and car) modes. 4% of vehicles were

TABLE 6. wTMD performances of multi-DenseNet on the
user-independent condition with eight different configurations.

misclassified as still on average, and 27% of the still mode
were classified as road vehicles and 13% as the subway.
Walking had no meaningful confusion with any other trans-
portation modes.

2) DEPTH AND GROWTH RATE OF THE MULTI-DENSENET
To determine the impact of the depth and growth rate of the
multi-DenseNet on the user-independent condition, four dif-
ferent depths (22, 40, 76, and 101) and two different growth
rates (12 and 24) were evaluated. All multi-DenseNets were
trained for 50 epochs with 128 batch sizes. The learning rate
began from 1×10−3 and reduced to 1×10−4, 1×10−5, and
1×10−6 at the 21st, 31st, and 41st epochs, respectively, to sta-
bilize the training. The Adam optimizer and cross-entropy
loss function were used for training.

Table 6 shows that the increase in both the depth and
growth rate in multi-DenseNet resulted in a higher wTMD
performance. Additionally, stacking additional convolutional
layers was more efficient compared with applying a higher
growth rate, as a model using additional dense block better
with fewer parameters compared with a model having a
higher growth rate. For example, multi- DenseNet (L = 40,
k = 12) exhibited better performance with lower values of the
parameters compared with multi-DenseNet (L = 22, k = 24).
Owing to deeper layers and a higher growth rate, the accuracy
increased by 2.60pp at most.
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TABLE 7. Accuracies for each sensor combination and the soft voting
ensemble in the user-independent condition using the multi-DenseNet.

3) OPTIMAL WINDOW SIZE FOR THE MULTI-DENSENET
Every multi-DenseNet was initially tested with a window size
of 5 s; however, because it may not be the optimal window
size for the multi-DenseNet (L = 101, k = 24), we estimated
additional window sizes (3, 4, and 6 s): 67.29% for 3 s,
67.32% for 4 s, and 66.58% for 6 s. As a result, a size of
5 s (69.41%) was also optimal for the multi-DenseNet.

4) SOFT VOTING ENSEMBLE
We tested our soft voting ensemble of multi-DenseNets under
the user-independent condition. To find out the best sensor
combinations for the soft voting ensemble, we conducted
leave-users-out 4-fold cross-validation on the dataset, which
corresponds to the user-independent condition. Table 7 shows
that the soft voting ensemble had the best accuracy (80.34%)
when the 11th sensor combination models were used in the
4-fold cross-validation. This indicated that not every sen-
sor combination aids in increasing the performance as the
performance of the ensemble began to decrease after the
11th model. The final result of the soft voting ensemble of
these 11th sensor combination models evaluated on the user-
independent condition was 76.49%, which was 7.08pp higher
than that of the multi-DenseNet (69.41% accuracy) from
RQ1. Recall values in Figure 7 show that the soft voting
ensemble improved the performance for every transportation
mode when compared with that from Figure 6.

FIGURE 7. Confusion matrices of the soft voting ensemble of 11 models
trained from different sensor combinations in the user-independent
condition.

VI. DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to demonstrate the impact of
user and period differences on wTMD performance and
overcome the decrease in the wTMD performance using a
method, the multi-DenseNet, and the soft voting ensemble.
By comparing the wTMD performance on three different
intraclass variabilities, we demonstrated the importance of
intraclass variability. Moreover, the multi-DenseNet outper-
formed other baselines when evaluated in high intraclass
variability conditions, and the soft voting ensemble of models
from various sensor combinations improved the performance.

Our results on wTMD were in line with the results
from previous TMD studies. Carpineti et al. evaluated the
leave-one-user-out method, which corresponds with the user-
independent condition in our study, and demonstrated that
the TMD performance decreased from 93% to 56% when
compared with the hold-out validation [6]. Wang et al., the
average TMDperformance for different users (63.3%), which
corresponds with the user-independent condition, was similar
to the performance at different positions (63.0%) [13]. More-
over, the gap between the performance at different positions
(63.0%) and different periods (71.1%) byWang et al. suggests
that environmental differences can also be subdivided into
several factors, and the impact of each sub-factor might differ.
Thus, our results, as well as previous studies, suggest that
intraclass variability is significant for both wTMD and TMD
research.

Regardless of the models, modes, and window sizes, the
wTMD performance decreased as the intraclass variability
increased. Interestingly, the impact of intraclass variability on
these factors differed according to the machine learning mod-
els. The impact of intraclass variability was larger in the three
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baseline models, as compared with that in multi-DenseNet.
As the baseline models might more easily learn data-oriented
characteristics, instead of general characteristics, than the
proposed method, we may need a method for better wTMD
intraclass variability. With regard to the modes, the impact
of intraclass variability on manual and electric wheelchair
modes was relatively critical in the current study. Further-
more, short window sizes afforded better performance under
the control condition, whereas sufficiently long window sizes
enabled better performance for wTMD intraclass variability.
Short window sizes made it easier to share data-specific
characteristics with the neighboring training data. Therefore,
a long window size may be required. These results suggest
that the effects of the transportation modes and longer win-
dow sizes, as well as those of the proposed model, should be
considered for future wTMD.

The multi-DenseNet was the most robust model for
intraclass variability compared with other baseline models
(multi-DNN, multi-CNN, and multi-LSTM) in the wTMD.
The improvement was achieved by reducing confusion
among vehicles (bus, subway, and car), wheelchairs (man-
ual and electric), and between the still mode and vehicles.
Although it significantly improved the wTMD performance,
some confusion between wheelchairs or vehicles remained.
Such confusion can be interpreted in two ways. First, confu-
sion among vehicles or wheelchairs can be reasoned because
of the similarity between activities. As activities such as
using two wheelchairs or two road vehicles (bus and car) are
highly similar, it can result in similarity in sensor information.
Second, confusion between still and vehicles occurs because
of differences in local and global behaviors. Vehicles peri-
odically stop because of traffic signals or arrival at the next
station. Only local sensor information from a short window
size may be insufficient, resulting in confusion.

The performance of multi-DenseNet under high intraclass
variability conditions might suggest the possibility of deep
convolutional neural networks to improve the performance of
wTMD. In image classification studies, deep convolutional
neural networks including DenseNet have been extensively
investigated to improve the detection performance [28], [31].
However, it has not been extended to wTMD problems. Con-
sidering that wTMD and image classification share some
characteristics in the sense of pattern recognition, exploiting
some advantages in image classification models or other pat-
tern recognition areas might improve wTMD performance.
Soft voting enables the use of models trained using different
sensor combinations to reduce the errorsmade by eachmodel.
Our experiment demonstrated that 11th models are required
for the best performance of the ensemble model. One reason
for this is that an ensemble may require a sufficient number
of models to ignore the erroneous judgment from a single
model. When using more than 10 models, each model can
only provide amaximum of 10% error to the ensemblemodel,
which can be rectified by decisions from other models. The
performance of the ensemble decreased when the 12th model
was added. This was because the performance of each model

after the 12th model decreased, which may hinder making
better decisions when used for the ensemble. Similarly, a pre-
vious TMD study suggested an ensemblemodel and observed
that using only the best models for the ensemble performed
slightly higher than using every model [8].

Notably, this study had some limitations. First, we only
investigated the TMD in wheelchairs, among other mobility
disabilities. A crutch or mobility scooter may also be used
by people with mobility disabilities; therefore, transportation
modes other than wheelchairs should be evaluated in future
studies. Second, although, we showed the user and period
dependency of the wTMD model, it still remains limited.
Other environmental differences such as smartphone position
or travel routes (e.g. indoor subway or outdoor subway) that
may impact the wTMD can also exist.

VII. CONCLUSION
Understanding the response of wTMD to a new user and
period is important for its application in real-world systems.
In this study, we investigated the impact of intraclass vari-
ability, a variation between training and test data due to the
user or period differences, on wTMD by designing three
intraclass variability conditions. Our results indicated that
intraclass variability degrades wTMD performance, and user
and period differences exist. The multi-DenseNet, a deep
convolutional network, and a soft voting ensemble that we
suggested improved the wTMD performance. Our experi-
mental findings suggest that a model for intraclass variability
is important for designing a real-world applicable wTMD
framework. Moreover, using deep convolutional networks
and a soft voting ensemble can be a better solution to achieve
robustness. We expect that understanding intraclass variabil-
ity on wTMD will foster the development of generalized
wTMDmodels that will eventually enhance the quality of life
and social inclusion of people with mobility disabilities.
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